We are excited to announce our new forthcoming event, Tech Jobs Fair 2022 in
Budapest, which will take place on Nov 03rd, 2022 with a Tech, Innovation and Career
Concept. Tech Jobs Fair is in its 27th edition worldwide and 1st edition in Budapest and
will be held at the great venue of Óbuda University G building, Budapest Tavaszmezo
14-18.
Visitors can find all kinds of Startups, SME and Corporate companies from all around
the world in the fair. Tech Jobs Fair aims at connecting the best Companies with
Talented Job Seekers and therefore it is the right place to be for all kinds of Companies,
Talents and Job Seekers from all kinds of experienced levels.
It is more than a job fair, where you, and your brand will be highlighted. This Tech
Festivalwill surely solve the purpose for many. The event is open for all the professionals
who are looking for career growth, discovering great ideas, meeting inspiring people and
also fresh graduates who want to get wings to their dreams. The fair will help in
connecting theaspiring talents from all over Budapest as it is open for both professional
and youngambitious intellects. It is a great opportunity for job seekers and employers to
find thebest from the available resources. Our mission is to help Ireland become a global
Techhub. Together with our partners, we want to take part in making Ireland a leading
globaldestination for high impact companies who want to learn and grow. The event is
great for meeting with recruiters, networking with other corporations, increase brand
awareness and it is therefore a unique opportunity for job seekers to make personal
connections.
The job fair continues during the day with the company’s booth and professional talks,
while the social networking ends the Tech Jobs Fair 2022. It is a great opportunity to
meet with your peers in a more relaxed and informal environment. Ashok Dudhat,
Founder & CTO of Tech Jobs Fair will be there too, so this is a chance to connect with
him virtually.

More about the Tech Jobs Fair:

The first edition was held in Berlin in 2017, with subsequent editions taking place in Vienna, Zurich,
and Lisbon, as well as Berlin in 2019. In 2021, The Tech Job Fairincreased its reach to include places
such as Canada, India, the United States, the United Kingdom, Israel, Spain, the Netherlands, and
France. So far, about 45k+ people haveattended the event (total). Ashok Dudhat, the founder, is based
in Berlin and works with local professionals in the cities where the job fair is held.


Please check for more details at www.TechJobsFair.com
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